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Fort Fitzgerald is determined to uncover the truth, but a new student at school and the secrets

he has to keep complicate matters in this second novel in a thrilling new series from the author

of the New York Times bestselling Story Thieves!Fort Fitzgerald can’t stop having nightmares

about the day his father was taken from him in an attack on Washington, DC. In these dreams,

an Old One, an evil beyond comprehension, demands the location of the last dragon. But other

than some dragon skeletons dug up with the books of magic on Discovery Day, Fort has never

seen a dragon before. Could there still be one left alive?And weirdly, Fort’s not the only one at

the Oppenheimer School having these nightmares. His new roommate, Gabriel, seems to

know more than he’s letting on about this dragon as well. And why does everyone at the school

seem to do whatever Gabriel says? What’s his secret?Fort’s going to need the help of his

friends Cyrus, Jia, and Rachel, if he’s going to have any chance of keeping the Old Ones from

returning to Earth. Unless, the Old Ones offer something Fort could never turn down…

"A fast-paced, adventurous series starter perfect for fans of Rick Riordan." (Booklist)"Fans of

Harry Potter and Rick Riodan’s books will enjoy the crafted mixture of magic and military

life." (School Library Connection)"This imaginative and exciting story feels like the start of

something big." (Brandon Mull, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Fablehaven and

Dragonwatch )About the AuthorJames Riley lives in Virginia. He is the New York

Times bestselling author of the Half Upon a Time, Story Thieves, and Revenge of Magic

series.Vivienne To has illustrated several books, including The Underland Chronicles by

Suzanne Collins and the Randi Rhodes, Ninja Detective series by Octavia Spencer. As a child,

she had two pet mice escape. She currently lives in Sydney, Australia, with her partner and her

ginger cat. Visit her at VivienneTo.com.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights

reserved.Chapter One - ONE -PRESIDENT FORSYTHE FITZGERALD,” Fort’s father said,

pointing at the spots where each word would go above the giant statue of a seated Abraham

Lincoln.This should have been a happy moment, seeing his dad again, but knowing what was

coming, all Fort could feel was horror. “We have to get out of here, Dad. Now!” he yelled. He

tried to grab his father, but his hand swept right through his dad’s like he was a ghost.“I feel like

we’re going to need a larger statue, though,” his father continued, like he hadn’t heard a word

Fort said. “These ceilings are high enough to fit that head of yours, but you’re definitely going to

require a bigger seat.”“None of that matters,” Fort said, wanting to scream in frustration. “If we

stay here, you’ll be taken again. I need to get you out of here!”But his father ignored him, like

he was stuck going through the same motions as the day it’d all happened, no matter what Fort

did. The other tourists at the Lincoln Memorial didn’t seem to hear Fort either, as they

continued about their visit, unaware of what was about to come.“You’ll do all of that and more!”

his father shouted, and this time, other people did look, just like they had six months ago.

“There’s no time to be lazy, not with all the amazing things you’re going to accomplish! And

don’t forget that I still want a flying car, so I’ll need you to invent that, too.”“Dad, please,” Fort

said, tears now rolling down his face. “Come with me? I can’t keep going on like this, not

knowing if you’re alive or if you’re… you’re hurt. Please, just leave, you don’t have to keep

saying everything you already said that day—”“Um, I’m pretty sure as an adult, I can talk as

loudly as I want,” his father said. “But stop pushing us off topic, Fort. This is your future we’re

talking about! You’re going to be a great man someday, and I for one can’t wait to take pictures



in front of your statue as children gaze up at it adoringly!” He waved at two girls who were

watching them, giggling. “See? We’ve already got two volunteers.”“Dad, this is about your

future,” Fort said, trying in vain to grab his father’s hand again. “If you stay, I’m going to lose

you, and I can’t… I can’t handle that. Not after Mom… please, Dad, come home with me!” This

was all so horrible, knowing what was to come, but even on the day it’d happened, Fort hadn’t

felt so helpless as he did now. “If you come, you’ll… you’ll see what I’ve been doing! I’ve been

learning magic! It’s wild, I can’t even believe it, but I did it for you! I wanted to get revenge on

the monster that took you, but then when I had my chance, I couldn’t do it. It was almost funny,

after all that time wanting to hurt it—”“It’s not not funny,” one of the two girls said.“Intelligent

youths around here!” his father shouted in response. “Listen to them, Fort. I hear that the

children are our future.”“They have to be now,” Fort said, hoping his father could hear him at

some level. “Because children are the only ones who can use magic. These books of magic

turned up, like, thirteen years ago, but only kids can read them and learn the spells. But once

some students started using magic, these horrific nightmare creatures found us, and they want

to take over the world, just like they did thousands of years ago. They’re still looking for us,

Dad, and I can’t hide from them, not if I want to find you—”“Low blow, young man,” his dad

said, then pointed at Lincoln. “Do you think our beloved sixteenth president would have spoken

to his father that way? And he’s your personal hero!” He leaned closer to the girls

conspiratorially. “When my boy here was in diapers, he’d stroll around in a top hat and make us

call him Fort Lincoln.”One of the girls snorted, while the other turned away to hide her laughter,

but Fort didn’t care. At this point, he wasn’t sure why he ever had. “Dad, we don’t have any

more time, it’s on its way. It’s going to destroy the whole National Mall, and if we don’t get out

now—”“Oh, we have plenty of time,” his father said, taking out his phone. “Besides, I think I

have pictures of that in here. Girls, do you want to see?”“Take me to the Einstein Memorial!”

Fort shouted. “Remember? You’re just about to mention that. We just need to get out of here

—”“Nonsense!” his father shouted. “Why, we haven’t even seen Einstein yet. Did you know

there’s a statue of Einstein right off the National Mall? And the Gettysburg Address!” He

pointed at the speech carved into the wall of the Lincoln Memorial to the left of the president.

“Look at this. Two hundred and seventy-two words. Short and to the point.”And then it was too

late.The memorial began to tremble, and Fort knew that nothing was going to change, that his

father was going to be taken down into the earth, just like he’d been six months ago, and that

all Fort could do was watch.“I think President Lincoln is waking up,” his father whispered to Fort

with a grin. “Did you know a second man gave a two hour speech before Lincoln at

Gettysburg?” He handed Fort a brochure with the Gettysburg Address written out in multiple

languages, the same one Fort always kept in his pocket. This version fell right through his

ghostlike hand and gently landed on the floor of the memorial like he wasn’t even there.And

then the second tremor hit, this time much worse than the first. Several people around the

memorial began to shout in surprise, but Fort just turned and walked toward the entrance, not

even caring how many tears fell now.He couldn’t see this. Not again. He couldn’t watch his

father—But the scene shifted around him, and suddenly he was right back inside, his father

reaching out to steady Fort as the trembling stopped again. “Ladies, maybe you should go find

your parents,” his dad said to the two girls they’d been talking to before turning to Fort. “Are you

okay, kiddo?”Fort just looked up at him, shaking his head, his mouth hanging open. What was

there to say? He couldn’t stop this, but he wasn’t allowed to leave, either? Why was his mind

torturing him like this?“That’s the spirit,” his father said. “But maybe we should head back to the

hotel and grab some dinner. Einstein can wait. After all, time is his relative, I think. Probably a

cousin.”His father made his way through the crowd toward the stairs, and Fort just shut his



eyes. Wake up, he thought to himself. Wake UP. Don’t do this to yourself. You don’t have to see

it, not again. Not every night!When he opened his eyes, though, he was at the stairs with his

father, watching as people ran from the Washington Monument in single-file lines. Sierra was

causing that, he had learned later. She was using her mind magic to control them all, trying to

make sure none of the tourists would be hurt when the creature destroyed the monument. And

soon she’d take over Fort’s mind too, trying to force him to escape… but leaving his father

behind.A third tremor struck, this time far worse than the last two. The stone of the memorial

leaped straight up, throwing everyone into the air except Fort, who was still intangible. The

stone cracked beneath him in a jagged lightning shape all the way down the steps.“Out!” Fort’s

father shouted, pushing the girls toward the exit before trying to grab Fort’s hand and run down

the stairs with him. Instead, Fort just stood like a helpless bystander, waiting for the horror that

was to come.“Stay alive,” Fort whispered after his father. “Please, wherever you are… just be

okay until I can get to you. I have a plan, and I’m coming for you, so stay alive.”He braced

himself for the creature to appear from beneath the Washington Monument, hoping he wouldn’t

have to watch again, over and over like he had every night since he’d first heard Dr.

Oppenheimer’s secret: The doctor thought Fort’s father might still be alive.But instead of the

ground cracking and a giant black scaled hand emerging, a mass of tentacles pushed out of

the earth, rising up to reveal crystalline armor, a skull helmet, and the form of the Old One

who’d taken over Damian at the Oppenheimer School.YOU WERE THE CHILD WHO CAUSED

US PAIN, it shouted in Fort’s mind, sending agony shooting through his skull. He screamed,

trying to wake up, to do anything to flee from this monstrosity, but nothing worked. YOU WISH

TO SEE YOUR ELDER AGAIN. WE CAN FEEL YOUR DESIRE. BRING US THE LAST

DRAGON, AND YOU SHALL HAVE YOUR FATHER BACK—Out of nowhere, Cyrus’s face

pushed through the Old One’s tentacled helmet, and the sky faded into an ugly green color, the

ceiling of the boys’ dormitory at the new Oppenheimer School. Cyrus had his hand on Fort’s

shoulder, shaking him as he stared down worriedly while standing on the bunk below Fort’s.

“Hey, are you okay?” Cyrus asked. “You were shouting in your sleep again.”His heart still

racing, Fort took a deep breath, trying to calm down. This wasn’t the first time Cyrus had to

wake him up. He’d been having the same dream every night for two weeks now. Though this

was the first time the Old One had appeared. That was new.Not that it could be real. This was

just his head finding new ways to torment him, now with promises that his father was still okay.

Not that Fort had any idea what a last dragon was, or where that idea had come from. The only

dragons he knew of were the skeletons that he’d seen in the old Oppenheimer School’s

museum room.“I’m fine,” he told Cyrus. “Did I wake you up?”Cyrus shrugged. “Yes, but that’s

okay. Because when you did, a vision hit me at the same time. They’re being moved. Tomorrow

night’s going to be our only chance to grab them.”Fort’s eyes widened, and he forced a smiled.

“Finally. Tell the others in the morning, and we’ll meet at lunch to go over the plan one more

time.”Cyrus nodded, then slipped back down into his bed below, leaving Fort to try to forget the

image of the Old One. That had just been a dream. But now he was going to be able to take

concrete steps to bring his father home.I’m coming for you, Dad, he thought. Just please… be

okay.--This text refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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For my agent, Michael Bourret, for being my guide in publishing, my teacher in writing, and my

groaner in puns. I’d be lost without him in my corner, sticking with me through it all, and

hopefully for many years to come.- ONE -PRESIDENT FORSYTHE FITZGERALD,” Fort’s

father said, pointing at the spots where each word would go above the giant statue of a seated

Abraham Lincoln.This should have been a happy moment, seeing his dad again, but knowing

what was coming, all Fort could feel was horror. “We have to get out of here, Dad. Now!” he

yelled. He tried to grab his father, but his hand swept right through his dad’s like he was a

ghost.“I feel like we’re going to need a larger statue, though,” his father continued, like he

hadn’t heard a word Fort said. “These ceilings are high enough to fit that head of yours, but

you’re definitely going to require a bigger seat.”“None of that matters,” Fort said, wanting to

scream in frustration. “If we stay here, you’ll be taken again. I need to get you out of here!”But

his father ignored him, like he was stuck going through the same motions as the day it’d all

happened, no matter what Fort did. The other tourists at the Lincoln Memorial didn’t seem to

hear Fort either, as they continued about their visit, unaware of what was about to come.“You’ll

do all of that and more!” his father shouted, and this time, other people did look, just like they

had six months ago. “There’s no time to be lazy, not with all the amazing things you’re going to

accomplish! And don’t forget that I still want a flying car, so I’ll need you to invent that,

too.”“Dad, please,” Fort said, tears now rolling down his face. “Come with me? I can’t keep

going on like this, not knowing if you’re alive or if you’re… you’re hurt. Please, just leave, you

don’t have to keep saying everything you already said that day—”“Um, I’m pretty sure as an

adult, I can talk as loudly as I want,” his father said. “But stop pushing us off topic, Fort. This is

your future we’re talking about! You’re going to be a great man someday, and I for one can’t

wait to take pictures in front of your statue as children gaze up at it adoringly!” He waved at two

girls who were watching them, giggling. “See? We’ve already got two volunteers.”“Dad, this is

about your future,” Fort said, trying in vain to grab his father’s hand again. “If you stay, I’m going

to lose you, and I can’t… I can’t handle that. Not after Mom… please, Dad, come home with

me!” This was all so horrible, knowing what was to come, but even on the day it’d happened,

Fort hadn’t felt so helpless as he did now. “If you come, you’ll… you’ll see what I’ve been doing!

I’ve been learning magic! It’s wild, I can’t even believe it, but I did it for you! I wanted to get

revenge on the monster that took you, but then when I had my chance, I couldn’t do it. It was

almost funny, after all that time wanting to hurt it—”“It’s not not funny,” one of the two girls

said.“Intelligent youths around here!” his father shouted in response. “Listen to them, Fort. I

hear that the children are our future.”“They have to be now,” Fort said, hoping his father could

hear him at some level. “Because children are the only ones who can use magic. These books

of magic turned up, like, thirteen years ago, but only kids can read them and learn the spells.

But once some students started using magic, these horrific nightmare creatures found us, and

they want to take over the world, just like they did thousands of years ago. They’re still looking

for us, Dad, and I can’t hide from them, not if I want to find you—”“Low blow, young man,” his

dad said, then pointed at Lincoln. “Do you think our beloved sixteenth president would have

spoken to his father that way? And he’s your personal hero!” He leaned closer to the girls

conspiratorially. “When my boy here was in diapers, he’d stroll around in a top hat and make us

call him Fort Lincoln.”One of the girls snorted, while the other turned away to hide her laughter,

but Fort didn’t care. At this point, he wasn’t sure why he ever had. “Dad, we don’t have any

more time, it’s on its way. It’s going to destroy the whole National Mall, and if we don’t get out

now—”“Oh, we have plenty of time,” his father said, taking out his phone. “Besides, I think I



have pictures of that in here. Girls, do you want to see?”“Take me to the Einstein Memorial!”

Fort shouted. “Remember? You’re just about to mention that. We just need to get out of here

—”“Nonsense!” his father shouted. “Why, we haven’t even seen Einstein yet. Did you know

there’s a statue of Einstein right off the National Mall? And the Gettysburg Address!” He

pointed at the speech carved into the wall of the Lincoln Memorial to the left of the president.

“Look at this. Two hundred and seventy-two words. Short and to the point.”And then it was too

late.The memorial began to tremble, and Fort knew that nothing was going to change, that his

father was going to be taken down into the earth, just like he’d been six months ago, and that

all Fort could do was watch.“I think President Lincoln is waking up,” his father whispered to Fort

with a grin. “Did you know a second man gave a two hour speech before Lincoln at

Gettysburg?” He handed Fort a brochure with the Gettysburg Address written out in multiple

languages, the same one Fort always kept in his pocket. This version fell right through his

ghostlike hand and gently landed on the floor of the memorial like he wasn’t even there.And

then the second tremor hit, this time much worse than the first. Several people around the

memorial began to shout in surprise, but Fort just turned and walked toward the entrance, not

even caring how many tears fell now.He couldn’t see this. Not again. He couldn’t watch his

father—But the scene shifted around him, and suddenly he was right back inside, his father

reaching out to steady Fort as the trembling stopped again. “Ladies, maybe you should go find

your parents,” his dad said to the two girls they’d been talking to before turning to Fort. “Are you

okay, kiddo?”Fort just looked up at him, shaking his head, his mouth hanging open. What was

there to say? He couldn’t stop this, but he wasn’t allowed to leave, either? Why was his mind

torturing him like this?“That’s the spirit,” his father said. “But maybe we should head back to the

hotel and grab some dinner. Einstein can wait. After all, time is his relative, I think. Probably a

cousin.”His father made his way through the crowd toward the stairs, and Fort just shut his

eyes. Wake up, he thought to himself. Wake UP. Don’t do this to yourself. You don’t have to see

it, not again. Not every night!When he opened his eyes, though, he was at the stairs with his

father, watching as people ran from the Washington Monument in single-file lines. Sierra was

causing that, he had learned later. She was using her mind magic to control them all, trying to

make sure none of the tourists would be hurt when the creature destroyed the monument. And

soon she’d take over Fort’s mind too, trying to force him to escape… but leaving his father

behind.A third tremor struck, this time far worse than the last two. The stone of the memorial

leaped straight up, throwing everyone into the air except Fort, who was still intangible. The

stone cracked beneath him in a jagged lightning shape all the way down the steps.“Out!” Fort’s

father shouted, pushing the girls toward the exit before trying to grab Fort’s hand and run down

the stairs with him. Instead, Fort just stood like a helpless bystander, waiting for the horror that

was to come.“Stay alive,” Fort whispered after his father. “Please, wherever you are… just be

okay until I can get to you. I have a plan, and I’m coming for you, so stay alive.”He braced

himself for the creature to appear from beneath the Washington Monument, hoping he wouldn’t

have to watch again, over and over like he had every night since he’d first heard Dr.

Oppenheimer’s secret: The doctor thought Fort’s father might still be alive.But instead of the

ground cracking and a giant black scaled hand emerging, a mass of tentacles pushed out of

the earth, rising up to reveal crystalline armor, a skull helmet, and the form of the Old One

who’d taken over Damian at the Oppenheimer School.YOU WERE THE CHILD WHO CAUSED

US PAIN, it shouted in Fort’s mind, sending agony shooting through his skull. He screamed,

trying to wake up, to do anything to flee from this monstrosity, but nothing worked. YOU WISH

TO SEE YOUR ELDER AGAIN. WE CAN FEEL YOUR DESIRE. BRING US THE LAST

DRAGON, AND YOU SHALL HAVE YOUR FATHER BACK—Out of nowhere, Cyrus’s face



pushed through the Old One’s tentacled helmet, and the sky faded into an ugly green color, the

ceiling of the boys’ dormitory at the new Oppenheimer School. Cyrus had his hand on Fort’s

shoulder, shaking him as he stared down worriedly while standing on the bunk below Fort’s.

“Hey, are you okay?” Cyrus asked. “You were shouting in your sleep again.”His heart still

racing, Fort took a deep breath, trying to calm down. This wasn’t the first time Cyrus had to

wake him up. He’d been having the same dream every night for two weeks now. Though this

was the first time the Old One had appeared. That was new.Not that it could be real. This was

just his head finding new ways to torment him, now with promises that his father was still okay.

Not that Fort had any idea what a last dragon was, or where that idea had come from. The only

dragons he knew of were the skeletons that he’d seen in the old Oppenheimer School’s

museum room.“I’m fine,” he told Cyrus. “Did I wake you up?”Cyrus shrugged. “Yes, but that’s

okay. Because when you did, a vision hit me at the same time. They’re being moved. Tomorrow

night’s going to be our only chance to grab them.”Fort’s eyes widened, and he forced a smiled.

“Finally. Tell the others in the morning, and we’ll meet at lunch to go over the plan one more

time.”Cyrus nodded, then slipped back down into his bed below, leaving Fort to try to forget the

image of the Old One. That had just been a dream. But now he was going to be able to take

concrete steps to bring his father home.I’m coming for you, Dad, he thought. Just please… be

okay.- TWO -FORT HAD BEEN IN THE new school for a couple of weeks now, but for some

reason he still couldn’t find the cafeteria without following the signs. At least that fit with the

level of secrecy surrounding the entire school, since he didn’t even know where it was located.

For all he knew, Fort could be in another country.After the last school had been destroyed by

one of the first students, Damian, while Damian was possessed by the same Old One from

Fort’s dream, all the students had been transported off the army base first by helicopter, then

by plane, and finally driven by bus to the new school, blindfolded until they’d arrived inside the

underground hallways.The soldiers on board claimed that was for their own safety, since if the

kids didn’t know where the school was, they couldn’t reveal it to anyone with supernatural

access to their minds. But Fort just figured the soldiers were used to being secretive, since the

only person on the planet with mind magic was presently off with Damian, trying to locate more

books of magic.What Fort did know was that the new school was entirely underground, locked

behind three-foot-thick round metal doors. The soldiers claimed those doors would keep them

safe even if someone dropped a nuclear bomb within thirty miles. That was comforting, but

made Fort wonder what would happen if someone dropped a bomb within twenty miles, or ten.

Or, say, right on top of the school.Not that nuclear bombs were his biggest concern. Given

what had happened at the last school, the other students seemed far more dangerous than

any missile.As Fort made his way to the cafeteria, he realized that one reason it was hard to

find his way around was that everything was painted an ugly green, something he’d previously

only seen in his grandmother’s bathroom. But here, all the walls were painted the same

nauseating color, making the whole facility feel like it’d been transported from the past to the

present. Hopefully that wasn’t actually the case, but given that a UK school had a book of time

magic, who knew?It didn’t help that there were posters lining the walls from the 1950s and

1960s saying things like “Help fight the red menace!” with cartoon soldiers facing down a

hammer and sickle. Over the two weeks Fort had been there, those posters had slowly started

being replaced by new ones showing dark, shadowy figures with bony hands reaching straight

out at you, saying “Don’t trust anything not human!” His favorite, though, was a boy covered in

soot who said “Magic is only safe under adult supervision. Don’t blow yourself up!”Good advice

all around.When Fort finally located the cafeteria, he saw that Cyrus had done as asked:

Rachel and Jia were both sitting at their regular table in the corner, with Cyrus making a



beeline for it from the food line. Fort nodded at them, then quickly jumped into line, knowing he

had to eat, even if he was too nervous to keep anything down.“So get this,” Sebastian said,

coming up behind Fort in line. “I just talked to Dr. Ambrose, and you won’t believe what she’s

making me do. Me, the top student in her class!”“Except Jia’s the top student,” Fort murmured,

not looking back. The last thing he wanted to do was listen to Sebastian complain, especially

since on a list of his favorite people, Sebastian ranked near the bottom, just above Colonel

Charles, the military coheadmaster of the school, and various cartoon villains. And Sebastian

only made it that high because he’d helped save everyone back at the old school.“I heard that,”

Sebastian growled. “Now I’m not going to tell you what Ambrose said about you.”Fort frowned.

Dr. Ambrose had said something about him? He hadn’t seen her since the attack, as classes

hadn’t started yet at the new school, which meant that days were mostly left up to the students

so far. Why would she—Sebastian banged his tray into Fort’s. “Keep moving, New Kid,” he said.

“Some of us have places to be. And wait until you see where you’re going.” He grinned, which

made Fort even more nervous.He tried to put it out of his mind as he grabbed a burger and

some green beans, then jumped out of line. Whatever Sebastian was hinting at could wait. The

only thing that mattered now was the plan, and for that, he needed to get back to his friends

and hopefully have a moment alone to go over it—“Fort!” someone shouted as he made his

way to their table. Fort sighed and turned to find Trey waving him over. “Come sit with us. Bryce

and Chad are being really annoying!”Bryce and Chad both rolled their eyes at this, but for once

didn’t argue with Trey. Of the three bullies who’d picked on him during his first week at the old

school, Trey had been the only one to actually try to be Fort’s friend at the new school. The

other two had kept torturing Fort for another week or so, but gradually given in to him sitting at

their table every so often. Fort barely had any friends as it was, so it was worth a few pranks to

have Trey on his side.But now really wasn’t the time. “I promised I’d sit with Cyrus and

everyone,” he said to Trey. “How about I see you guys at dinner?”Chad snorted at this, and

Bryce grinned. “Looks like your pet bandage doesn’t want to sit with you, Trey,” Bryce said,

using the Destruction kids nickname for Healing students. “How pathetic is that, to get shot

down by the new kid?”Trey’s eyes narrowed, and he waved Fort off. “Whatever. I’m busy at

dinner. See you never.”Fort winced, but it couldn’t be helped. Everything was happening

tonight, which meant he needed to go over the plan with Jia and Rachel. It all hinged on them

knowing their parts, and he couldn’t let anything get in the way of that.“Sorry,” he whispered at

Trey, who didn’t acknowledge that he’d heard. Fort sighed and walked over to the table where

Rachel was glaring at the three boys.“Want me to burn their behinds?” she asked as Fort sat

down. “I’m always up for tormenting the Chads.”“Rachel,” Jia said. “You’re going to use magic

outside the classrooms? You know we’re not supposed to!”“Jia,” Rachel said, mimicking her

voice. “You know I have a moral duty to set jerks’ behinds on fire.”“Oh, I’m not saying you

shouldn’t,” Jia said, her eyes lighting up with excitement. “I’m saying I want to help!”“I’m okay,

but thanks,” Fort told her. “Did Cyrus tell you what he found out last night?”Rachel and Jia both

nodded. “Let’s not forget that these things make everything cloudier than I’d like,” Cyrus said.

“But I’m pretty sure that I saw what we need.”Fort clenched his fists beneath the table, trying

not to let his impatience over the last few weeks make him more anxious than he already was.

“ ‘Pretty sure’ has to be enough, then,” he said, gritting his teeth. “We’ll just be extra careful. But

that means it’s even more important to go over the plan one more time, so that everyone

knows what they’re doing.”Rachel groaned, and even Jia looked irritated. “There’s such a thing

as overplanning,” Rachel said. “Besides, you know everything’s going to go wrong as soon as

we start, so why not just let us improvise?”“This is too important,” Fort said, leaning in closer. “If

we don’t get them now, before they’re locked away again, Cyrus says we won’t have another



chance.”“We’d have a ton of chances if one of you Healing people would learn that ghost spell

again,” Rachel pointed out.Jia shook her head. “Fort had all of his magic wiped by the Old One,

so it’ll take him months to learn Ethereal Spirit again. And I never should have to begin with. Dr.

Ambrose banned it for a reason.”“Because it was awesome?” Rachel asked. “And what about

your imaginary friend, Fort? Is she going to be here for all of this?”Fort gave Rachel an

annoyed look. “First, she’s not imaginary. Second, I haven’t had a chance to talk to her yet

today, but she told me she’d be ready when the time came.”“You can trust her,” Jia confirmed.

“But we need to know for sure she’ll be here at the exact right moment. If she’s late or doesn’t

show, then we’re all going to get kicked out of school, if not something worse.”Cyrus held up a

hand to interrupt. “Ah, I think we’re going to have to cut this short. Something’s about to

happen.”Fort stared at him. “Something like… another attack? Or more like someone’s about to

spill their cereal?”“And here, students, we have the cafeteria!” shouted a voice from the twin

yellow doors leading out to the halls. “This, of course, is where you’ll be eating all your

meals.”They all turned to find Colonel Charles leading a bunch of kids through the doors,

walking backward like he was some kind of tour guide. Strangely, Fort didn’t recognize any of

the students he was talking to. Was the school bringing in more students?“And to our older

students,” Colonel Charles continued, turning around to address those already in the cafeteria.

“I want to introduce you to our new class here at the Oppenheimer School. Please mentor

them whenever you can, so they can follow in your footsteps.”Fort threw a glance at Rachel,

raising an eyebrow. New students?She shrugged, not seeming to know what was going on

either.And then Fort caught Sebastian’s eye, and the other boy grinned evilly.“Enjoy your lunch,

kids,” Colonel Charles said. “I’ll be back when you’re through to show you where your classes

will be starting tomorrow.” He nodded as the students dispersed, then walked over to Fort’s

table, where everyone straightened up at his approach.“Colonel!” Rachel said, and saluted

him, then stuck her hand in the air.Colonel Charles smiled slightly and high-fived her. “I’m

actually here for Forsythe, Rachel.” He turned to Fort. “Can I speak to you for a moment alone?

There will be some… changes in your situation.”Fort’s eyes widened, and he glanced at the

others, who seemed just as worried.“Changes?” Fort asked, his mouth suddenly dry. After the

attack at the old school, he’d assumed he’d be expelled for breaking so many rules, but

Colonel Charles had assured him at the time that he was going to be kept on, as they needed

more healers. But now, with so many new students, maybe something had changed.“You’ll

see,” Colonel Charles said. “Let’s take a walk over to the dormitory. You’ll need to gather all

your things.”- THREE -COLONEL CHARLES LED FORT TO the door as the Chads all clapped

ironically. Jia and Rachel both looked worried, while Cyrus gave him a pitying look, which was

never a good sign from someone who could see the future.Once they stepped outside the

cafeteria, Fort assumed the colonel would stop and share whatever was happening, but the

man kept moving, walking just ahead of Fort in silence, back to the dormitory. When they

reached it, he waved Fort inside. “Grab everything you’ve got here, please.”Fort didn’t move.

“Are you… expelling me?” If it was happening, then Fort would have to do… something. He

wasn’t sure what, but there was no way he could leave now, not when he was so close. If he

got sent home, he’d be giving up his chance to rescue his father forever.“Expelling? Of course

not,” Colonel Charles said, and Fort let out a huge sigh of relief. “But you’ll be moving out of the

dormitory here. So do as I say, please.”That didn’t make any sense, but Fort went to gather his

things, which didn’t amount to much. He’d packed a bag when he’d left his aunt’s apartment

almost a month ago now, but the bag had never reached the school, so all he really had were

his uniforms and boots. That, and the last thing his father had given him, a brochure of the

Gettysburg Address translated into multiple languages. Fortunately, he kept the brochure with



him in his pocket at all times anyway.The only other things that were sort of his were some old

mystery novels he and Cyrus had found lying around in unused rooms here at the new school.

He took one he hadn’t finished and left the rest for Cyrus. For some reason, Cyrus loved the

books, probably because he refused to use his magic to see how they ended.With Fort’s hands

full of clothes and boots, Colonel Charles turned and walked back out of the dormitory without

another word. Fort took a long look at his home of the past two weeks, beginning to worry

again. Where was he going? And why was he being separated from his best friend?“Don’t

make me wait on you, Fitzgerald,” Colonel Charles said from outside the door, and Fort hurried

to catch up.The colonel led them through the ugly green halls, down corridors Fort had never

been in, which just made him more lost than ever. Thick green pipes ran along the top of each

wall, with black wires snaking in and out of them. Here and there, a construction worker

adjusted wiring inside the walls, bright blue sparks flying.“This bunker was built for Congress, in

the event of a catastrophe,” Colonel Charles said, walking Fort past one of the workers. “That

was back in the late nineteen-fifties, if you couldn’t tell by the decor.”“What are they doing?”

Fort asked as someone pushed a cart with two huge metal barrels down the hall past

them.“Renovations,” Colonel Charles said. “All of the electronics in here were out of date, and

we needed communications to the outside world that wouldn’t go out the first time a

Destruction student learned how to cast an electromagnetic pulse.” He snorted, and Fort

figured that was supposed to be a joke.Somehow, he couldn’t make himself laugh. “So the

school isn’t ready? I thought classes were going to start tomorrow.”“Oh, it’s ready enough,”

Colonel Charles said as they passed a horribly carpeted room that looked like it had enough

desks and chairs to fit almost five hundred people, all facing a raised podium in front. Maybe

that was where Congress would have met? “This was our backup school from the beginning.

But ever since the attack, and thanks to your discovery about Healing magic hurting the Old

One, we decided to increase attendance. And that required upgrading more of the facility than

we’d originally planned on.”They passed by another large room, this one with glass walls so

Fort could see soldiers inside sitting at computers that at least looked more modern than the

rest of the place. He also noticed several televisions around the ceiling of the room, televisions

that showed—Fort’s breath caught in his throat, throwing him into a coughing fit as he

struggled to believe what he’d just seen.Colonel Charles paused and followed Fort’s gaze to

where the television showed pictures of Damian, the boy who’d been taken over by the Old

One, and Sierra, the girl who’d linked to Fort’s mind accidentally during the attack that had

taken his father.And the text above each picture labeled them as terrorists.“We’re saying

they’re part of the Gathering Storm,” Colonel Charles said, turning back to Fort now. “It’s a bit

easier to say that than reveal that the girl wiped our memories and escaped after waking up

from a coma and destroying the first Oppenheimer School. And we do want people afraid of

them, so the public will be on the lookout. It makes sense all around.”Fort stared at the screens

for a moment, then realized what he’d heard. “Wiped our… memories?” he asked.Colonel

Charles stared at him for a moment, then pulled out a small tablet. “That brings us to the first

thing I needed to speak to you about.” He typed something on the screen that Fort couldn’t see.

“Did you know we had cameras up all over the base, back at the old school?”“Sure,” Fort said,

not liking where this was going.“Now, during the attack, most of them were destroyed,” the

colonel said, then paused his typing and gave Fort a long look. “Most, but not all.”A deep chill

went sailing down Fort’s spine. When Sierra and Damian had left, Sierra had wiped herself out

of Colonel Charles’s memory entirely, so that he wouldn’t hunt them down while she and

Damian tried to find the other books of magic. Clearly something had changed, since Colonel

Charles knew exactly who she was now. Sierra had left Dr. Opps with his memory of



everything, so maybe the doctor had betrayed them, or—Colonel Charles turned the tablet

around, and Fort’s eyes widened as he saw himself on the screen, waving his arms around

while talking to Damian and Sierra. The three of them looked like they were arguing for a

moment, then Damian and Sierra passed Fort and ran offscreen. There was no sound, but

from Fort’s perspective, what had happened was pretty obvious.His mouth suddenly as dry as

a desert, Fort blinked, not sure what he could possibly say here. There he was on camera,

letting two wanted magicians go free. At the time, he’d wanted Damian to stay, to get judged for

what he’d done—even if Damian had been possessed by the Old One when he’d done it—but

Sierra had convinced Fort that she and Damian would never be treated fairly.And now Colonel

Charles had Fort on video letting them walk. “Uh…,” he said, trying to decide if he should run,

and if the colonel could catch him if he did.But then Colonel Charles put his hand on his

shoulder, and it was too late. “So first of all, I just want to tell you,” the colonel said, “that I’m

proud of you.”That was it, he was getting kicked out, and… wait, what?“You’re… proud of me?”

Fort said, his voice breaking.“From what I see here, you tried to stop them,” Colonel Charles

said. He squeezed Fort’s shoulder, then removed his hand, and Fort almost collapsed, not able

to believe his luck. “Considering you had no magic at that point, and both of them could control

your mind, that speaks highly of your bravery.”“It… does?” Fort said, still struggling to catch

up.“Not many would have done it,” the colonel continued. “In fact, it looks like you’re the only

one who tried. Probably because they’d already paralyzed the others, so they must have

assumed you were no threat. Still, I want you to know that I saw what you did, even if like the

rest of us, you got your mind wiped so don’t remember doing it. I saw it, and I admire that you

tried.”“I… I don’t remember it, no,” Fort said, just happy that he wasn’t about to be thrown in jail

or something.“And don’t you worry,” Colonel Charles continued. “We’ve got agents in the field

tracking Sierra and Damian down as we speak. Each agent is fully protected against mind

magic, so it shouldn’t be long before we have them back in custody.”“Oh, that’s… that’s great,”

Fort said. “Where, um, are they looking?”“Oh, here and there,” the colonel said. “And don’t

worry about not remembering, either: One of these two wiped my mind completely of both of

them. I had to be caught up to date by my staff, once we determined Sierra and Damian had

gone missing during the attack. Do you know how embarrassing that is?”Fort just shook his

head silently, not trusting himself to say anything.The colonel gave him a sympathetic look,

then his eyebrows furrowed. “By the way, Forsythe, I’m told that you were once… connected to

Sierra, from when she used her mind magic on you, back at the National Mall. I’m even told

you could see her memories while she was in a coma. You don’t still feel any sort of connection

to her now, do you?”Fort looked Colonel Charles right in the eye, knowing there was only one

right answer to this question. “No, I don’t. Whatever that was, it’s completely gone now.”The

colonel nodded. “As I suspected. It must have been something unconscious while she was in

the coma. Now follow me, I’ll take you to your new room.” And with that, he set off down the

hall.Next to Fort, a brown-haired girl wearing a black leather jacket and ripped pants appeared

in the hallway, glowing yellow. “Completely gone?” Sierra said, raising an eyebrow at

Fort.“Maybe not, like, a hundred percent,” Fort said, and grinned at her.- FOUR -SIERRA’S

MENTALLY PROJECTED IMAGE followed Fort down the hall after Colonel Charles, and for

some reason Fort felt much better having her along.Where are you two right now? he asked

her in his mind.“Oh, we’re still trying to get a flight to the UK,” she said, stopping to stare into

various rooms. “Wow, this place is old, huh? Glad we got nice rooms in NSA headquarters.”He

grinned. How’s the savior of the world?She rolled her eyes at him. “Give Damian a break. He

feels really bad about what happened. And now he’s doing everything he can to make sure we

can fight them, if they ever come back.”Assuming he’s not the one to let them in again. How do



you put up with his attitude all the time?She laughed. “You’d be surprised. Last night, I actually

almost got him to talk about where he came from before Dr. Opps brought him to the school.

That would have been a major victory.” She clenched her jaw, giving Fort her most serious look.

“But no,” she said, mimicking Damian’s voice. “I couldn’t possibly burden you with my secrets.

The enemy could pull them from your mind, and then we’d all be lost.”Fort groaned out loud,

forgetting where he was. Colonel Charles turned to give him a questioning look, and Fort

coughed to cover it. “Sorry, something caught in my throat at lunch,” he said, turning red as

Sierra moved behind Colonel Charles to make faces at the man.“We’re here, anyway,” the

colonel said, and knocked on a random door in a long line of them in a hallway Fort wasn’t sure

he could find again with a map. “Gabriel? Can we come in?”“Gabriel?” Sierra said, raising her

eyebrows. “Who’s that?”Fort shrugged as the door opened, revealing a boy at least a foot taller

than Fort, with long dark hair that fell over his face. He was built like a football player, and could

probably give the soldiers guarding the school a fight if it came to that. His eyes had dark rings

beneath them, as if he hadn’t slept in a while. He saluted when he saw Colonel Charles, and

the colonel saluted back. “Yes, sir?” Gabriel said to the colonel.“Whoa,” Sierra said, moving

within inches of Gabriel’s face to give him a closer look. “Look at the size of him!”“Gabriel

Torrence, I’d like to introduce your new roommate,” Colonel Charles said, turning to gesture to

Fort. “This is Forsythe Fitzgerald. He’s been at the school before, but only for about a week, so

he’ll be joining you first-years in class.”“He’ll be what?” Sierra said, grinning widely.“I’ll be

what?” Fort said, much less enthused than Sierra.Colonel Charles gave him a patronizing

smile. “From what you’ve told me, you had all the magic erased from your mind during the fight

against that creature, back at the old school. So now you’re starting over from scratch. We

wouldn’t want the more experienced students being held back, waiting for you to catch up.” He

turned back to Gabriel. “Forsythe will be showing you around and tutoring you in Healing. I’ve

arranged for special access to the magic book for you both, in the hopes that you can

eventually catch up to the second-years and potentially join their class.”“Tutoring?” Sierra said,

raising an eyebrow. “Doesn’t he know you’re terrible at magic?”Right? Fort thought in shock.

What is going on? I don’t have time to tutor someone. And I can’t be his roommate! What if he

finds out about the plan?Gabriel turned toward Fort, who unconsciously took a step back. His

new roommate was big. “Nice to meet you, kid,” Gabriel said, smiling slightly, before turning

back to Colonel Charles. “Respectfully, sir, I don’t think I need a tutor or a roommate. He might

be better off helping someone else.”“I don’t think you understand, Gabriel,” Colonel Charles

said. “I wasn’t asking. Consider this an order.”Gabriel blinked, then nodded. “Yes, sir. Then I’ll

do my best to learn from him.” With that, he gave Fort a look that almost seemed

apologetic.“That’s all the school can ask,” Colonel Charles said, then nodded. “Dismissed.

Forsythe, stay out here with me for a moment.”Gabriel nodded and closed the door as Colonel

Charles led Fort a few feet down the hallway. “Gabriel is a special project of mine,” Colonel

Charles said, putting a hand on Fort’s shoulder. “He has… a lot of potential, and I’d like to see

what might come of it. For that, I think you’re uniquely qualified to help, Forsythe.”Fort just

stared at the colonel in confusion. “You want me to tutor him? Why? Was he born on Discovery

Day?”For a second Colonel Charles looked like he was going to say something, but he seemed

to change his mind.“No, his birthday is in January,” the colonel said. “However, that shouldn’t

limit him any more than it does you.” Behind the colonel, Sierra began making faces at him

again. “I’d view this as a personal favor if you’ll take him under your wing, Forsythe. Show him

around, eat meals with him, become his friend. But most of all, get him up to speed as quickly

as you can on magic. Consider Gabriel your top priority at the school, even over your own

studies. Do I make myself clear?”What? Who was this kid? “Not especially, sir,” Fort said, more



confused than ever.“Then consider it an order,” Colonel Charles said, growing irritated. “And if I

find out you’re not following my instructions, then we’ll reassess your usefulness in remaining

at the school. Does that help clarify things?”Fort nodded, glaring back at the colonel.“Good,”

Colonel Charles said. “Now go bond with your new roommate. Classes won’t begin until

tomorrow, so you’ll have plenty of time today to get to know each other.”With that, the colonel

turned and walked back down the hall they’d come from, with Fort just watching him go, not

even sure what to say to any of this.“Well,” Sierra said, wincing. “This isn’t going to make

stealing the book of Summoning any easier, that’s for sure!”- FIVE -FORT SLOWLY OPENED

THE DOOR to his new room, silently taking it all in as Gabriel didn’t bother looking up from his

book. Two beds were pushed up against one wall with a nightstand in between, and a dresser

sat against the opposite wall with room enough for all their clothes. The walls were bare and

painted the same ugly green as everything else.Another door opposite the one Fort stood in

led to what looked like a bathroom, which was the first good news he’d seen all day. Having to

use the bathroom way down the hall in the middle of the night was never fun, especially if the

soldier guards caught you out there. That automatically made this room better than the

dormitory.Except here he wouldn’t be sleeping above his best friend anymore. He wouldn’t

have Cyrus around to talk to whenever he wanted, to go over the plan, or just to chat. Instead,

his new roommate was a huge, intense boy that he knew nothing about but seemed to be

important enough to get his own room and be given a permanent tutor.
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Mark Baker - Carstairs Considers, “Fort’s Continued Hunt for His Father. It’s been six months

since the attack that took Fort’s father from him, but the recent hope that his father might be

alive has given Fort a goal. Rescuing him is all Fort thinks about, and now he has a plan to

steal the magic book he needs. But complications come from unexpected places, including a
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new roommate he is expected to spend all his time helping. Then there are the nightmares

where the Old One promises Fort his father back in exchange for the last dragon. Can Fort

find the last dragon? Should he make the trade? Or will his original plan work?For me, it had

been six months since I read the first book in this series, so it was nice to see how this book

eased us back into Fort’s world without slowing down the action. I was soon caught back up in

his story. I do find the tone a little darker than author James Riley’s previous books and I miss

the lighter tones those books had. Still, that’s a minor complaint as I raced through this book to

find out what happened next. I enjoyed seeing Fort grow and his relationship with his friends

change. In fact, I found those relationships something that helped ground the book since they

dealt with some stuff realistically. I will definitely be back for more. How can I not come back

after the ending of this book?”

Momma Becky, “The 13 yr old loves it. I'll be honest. I don't read much fantasy, and other than

checking this out to make sure it's appropriate, I can't really tell you much about the story. What

I can tell you is that my 13 yr old read the first book in the series, and he immediately asked for

this one. Now, my kids have a minimum of 30 minutes reading time every evening, and this boy

tests me on that every chance he gets. Until this series. He actually puts in more than his

required 30 minutes, and he loves the story. So, if you have a mid grade kiddo who likes

fantasy, I can't recommend this series enough.”

Mamabear, “In love.. Man does my 11 yr old love this series more than the others he has read.

We just ordered the next book and he was bummed it was going to take a few days lol. Ps now

he wants dragon decor for his room.”

Deckers, “Great series. My 11 yr old son absolutely LOVED this series and waited forevr for the

2nd book to come out. Was not disappointed”

K. Brant, “my 13 year old loves this series. My 13-year-old boy can finish reading in one day

without stop.”

Theresa A Rivera, “School books. Mint condition”

MJ, “There is a wonderful surprise that I did not see coming and I don't think others will either..

Not only did that cliffhanger make this book so good, it's that its twists and turns and just the

overall writing is AMAAAAAAZIIIIIING!!!”

svblomen, “Great read!. Even this 71 year old Grandma enjoyed this easy read with all the

action, suspense and MAGIC!  Got this book series for myself.”
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